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Geomorphology – study of Earth’s surface processes

• How do century-long sequences of fires, storms, and 
floods influence stream characteristics over entire 
river networks?

• How do salmon populations respond to those climate 
drivers?

• How do human alterations to these drivers affect 
those populations?



Spatial Template –
Valley and Channel Form
Sediment Production, Delivery, Storage

Dynamic Drivers –
Storms, Fires, and Floods trigger erosion events and 
drive sediment movement

Branched Channel Network –
A signal-processing system that 
organizes the routing and storage
of sediment and organic debris

History of Events –
Determines 
antecedent 
conditions

Conceptual Framework 

To answer such questions, we needed a
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Data structures to characterize temporal and spatial 
interactions between landscape elements



An integrated Fortran library:
• DEM processing
✓ Filtering, adaptive smoothing
✓ Multi-scale surface metrics
✓ Flow routing

• Hydrology
✓ Network extraction
✓ Linked-node network

• Floodplain delineation

• Landslide initiation and runout

• Image processing
✓ Segmentation of water masks

• Tree-fall

NetStream



Identify processes.  Quantify rates.  Model interactions over space and time.

Linked process-based 
and empirical, 
stochastic models:
• Fires
• Storms
• Floods
• Forest growth
• Landslides
• Debris flows
• Bank slumps
• Soil Creep
• Fluvial transport
• Wood recruitment
• Jam formation
• Wood transport

Field observations => simulation models



US Forest Service

Rocky Mountain 
Research Station

General Technical Report
RMRS-GTR 101-CD



Applied questions:

• Which stream reaches have high potential for 
providing aquatic habitat?

• Which stream reaches are sensitive to 
increases in water temperature?

• How big do stream buffers need to be to 
maintain adequate shade?

• Which road segments produce the most 
sediment delivered to streams?

• Which slopes pose landslide hazards? 

• Where would thinning (cutting trees) to reduce 
fuel loads produce the largest reduction in 
post-wildfire sediment production?

Research questions:

• How do century-long sequences of 
fires, storms, and floods influence 
stream characteristics over entire 
river networks?

• How do salmon populations respond 
to these climate drivers?

• How do human alterations to these 
drivers affect those populations?



How applied questions often get addressed:



Virtual watershed: a digital environment linking landforms with physical and 

biological processes in context with human activities and infrastructure

Computer based

• Link existing models 

and data

• Simulate interactions

• Try different scenarios

• Consistent, objective

Spatially Explicit

• Visualize relationships 

• See patterns

• Identify linkages

GIS user interface

• Share data

• Share tools

• Common methodology



An integrated Fortran library:
• DEM processing
✓Filtering, adaptive smoothing
✓Multi-scale surface metrics
✓Flow routing

• Image processing
✓ Segmentation of water masks

• Hydrology
✓ Network extraction
✓ Linked-node network

• Floodplain delineation
• Tree-fall
• Landslide initiation and runout
• Road network hydrographs and 

sediment flux

Data sets for watershed characterization
Technical documentation
Web browsers
ArcGIS add-in with modules for:
• Channel network delineation and attribution
• Habitat intrinsic potential
• Solar insolation - shade
• Road-network analyses
• Floodplain elements
• Riparian zone delineation
• Wetland delineation
• Wood recruitment
• Pre- and post-fire erosion 
• Ranking, prioritization

NetMap https://www.netmapportal.com/NetStream

https://www.netmapportal.com/


Updating the 
National 
Hydrographic 
Dataset using 
channel networks 
derived from 
digital elevation 
data in Alaska

63,600 km2

Relief > 6,000m

> 145,000 km of 
stream channels



Linking to python 
and R scripts to
build ArcGIS 
toolboxes

Probability of 
wetland occurrence 
derived from 
topographic 
attributes using 
machine learning

github.com/DanMillerM2/ForestedWetlands

https://github.com/DanMillerM2/ForestedWetlands


Watershed restoration planning. 

Current wood
recruitment Floodplains

Shade – insolation

Gravel
supply

+ +

+ +

TerrainWorks
(www.terrainworks.com)

Coho habitat quality

NOAA, ODFW & 
Nehalem Watershed 
Council
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Studies and analyses using this software are widely documented in published literature



An integrated Fortran library:
• DEM processing
✓Filtering, adaptive smoothing
✓Multi-scale surface metrics
✓Flow routing

• Image processing
✓ Segmentation of water masks

• Hydrology
✓ Network extraction
✓ Linked-node network

• Floodplain delineation
• Tree-fall
• Landslide initiation and runout
• Road network hydrographs and 

sediment flux

Source on Subversion repositories
- move to github (?)
- GPL v3

Compiled binaries available for windows

Not well documented (yet)

dan@terrainworks.com

github.com/DanMillerM2
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